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                                               This year my focus of service to the Association has been through two main spheres 

• The Funding Review Through  the Grants Allocation Committee (GAC) 
secondary and 

• Chairing Lay Principals Under Contract (LPUC) and representing Principals 
Interests before the Salary & Conditions Board (SCB) 

 

I will confine this report to the first and deal with the second in the LPUC Report. 

 

Having been a member of GAC for at least 5 years, when the committee was seeking 
interested people in joining the Funding Review sub committee,  I was approached 
because I was seen as fulfilling several criteria 

• Member of the PAVCSS Executive 
• Principal of a Large Melbourne metropolitan school 
• Principal of an Order owned school 
• Previous Principal of a largish country school 
• Member of the previous funding review committee 

 

The initial task of the group was to set the process for the review which became: 
Write clear criteria for the review, which included education and consultation. Much 
time was spent designing a survey tool which was distributed to each school and at 
the same time regional briefings were held to ensure that all interested understood 
the history of our funding, the limitations of the present model and current funding 
arrangements. 

All data from surveys was published with the results indicating that schools want a 
funding formula that: 

• Considers the funding that schools attract from the government 
• Includes a notional need for each school 
• Is highly transparent (money for targeted programs etc) 
• Provides incentive for schools to enrol low income families 
• Provides a guide on appropriate private income for each school 
• Retains existing separation between GAC (s) and GAC (TP) 
• Guarantees a minimum level of funding indexation 
• Continues to use a measure like EMA or similar 
• Includes interest factor but with some changes 



 

This being no mean feat, the subcommittee realised that it  would not be able to 
devise such a model in time for schools to plan for 2015 so it recommended to GAC 
that school funding for 2015 use the same model as 2014 with a 3% increase in 
Federal funds and a 0% increase at a state level. The subcommittee also 
recommended that it continue to meet. 

The subcommittee has now looked at four different models and is in the process of 
refining one with a view to making a recommendation to GAC early in 2015. 

 

As well as working with GAC I also had the pleasure of representing the Association 
at four Breakfast meetings with the Director and his senior advisors to discuss issues 
at hand. 

I was also honoured to represent you at the PAI ( Principals Australia Institute) 
J.D.Lang Awards ceremony to present the PAVCSS awardee in Mary Fitz-Gerald.  

 

Regards 

 

 

Philip  Morison.  

 

 


